Synopsis

Provide your students with a concise, practical, and time-tested introduction to the most important areas of tax law with INCOME TAX FUNDAMENTALS 2016. For more than 30 years, this textbook has been the market-leading standard with a proven, step-by-step workbook format that incorporates real examples using actual tax forms. This edition now combines effective end-of-chapter reinforcement with the option to use the CengageNOW® online course management and homework tool. INCOME TAX FUNDAMENTALS 2016 offers all of the resources you need to ensure your students gain the knowledge and skills to become proficient tax preparers. Kindly Note that access code is on the first page of the book
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Customer Reviews

The book is fine. It’s outrageously overpriced just like every textbook and several basic pieces of information are incorrect for the current tax year (several tax tables). For the price the publisher insists on charging, it should be PERFECT. But it’s written in a way that’s understandable and it at least gets the job done.

The book was new and in orginal wrapping, but I was upset to learn that there was no cengage learning access code. I need that for class and now in addition to the $230 I paid for this book, I have to buy the code for $130 :(.

A necessary book to purchase for class. However, DO NOT purchase if you need
CENGAGENOW-this is not the bundle offer, just as the description stated it only comes with the H&R Block access code. Fairly easy to read and there were some chapters that needed more clarification that can be obtain through class discussion. I agree that this book is overpriced. The best thing was that It arrived on time as promised.

Cengage access code missing. Cost me another 185.00 for code.

NO difference between the 2015 and 2016 editions except the cash your professor is going to make you fork over.

Great book--gives you excellent examples of tax documents and tax information.

Received worn out book
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